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A complementation operationon a vertex of a digraph changes all outgoing arcs into non-arcs, and outgoing non-arcs
into arcs. This defines an equivalence relation where two digraphs are equivalent if one can be obtained from the
other by a sequence of such operations. We show that given an adjacency-list representation of a digraphG, many
fundamental graph algorithms can be carried out on any memberG′ of G’s equivalence class inO(n+m) time, where
m is the number of arcs inG, not the number of arcs inG′. This may have advantages whenG′ is much larger than
G. We use this to generalize to digraphs a simpleO(n+mlogn) algorithm of McConnell and Spinrad for finding the
modular decomposition of undirected graphs. A key step is finding the strongly-connected components of a digraph
F in G’s equivalence class, whereF may haveω(mlogn) arcs.
Keywords: efficient graph algorithms, data structures, search strategies, modular decomposition
1 Introduction
It has been pointed out that graphs are not the most appropriate abstraction on which to examine some
problems that had previously been thought of as graph problems, such as decomposition of a graph into
modules or total orders (Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg (1990a,b, 1992)). In particular, the family of modules
of a digraphG= (V,E) is the same as the family of modules ofG. Thus, from the point of view of modular
decomposition, the distinction between arcs and non-arcs is an artificial one, andG andG are best viewed
as a single structure. This structure is simply a partition of
E2(V) = V×V \{(v,v) | v∈V} (1)
into two sets, where the distinction of these classes asarcsandnonarcsis best dropped.
Figure 1 illustrates this fact with the so-called decomposition trees for an undirected graph and its
complement: the trees only differ by the labels of internal nodes. We will see the definitions of this trees
and the rules that apply below.
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Fig. 1: Graph complements and decomposition trees
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In this paper, we develop results that are based on this idea, and that were given in preliminary form
in Dahlhaus et al. (1997) and McConnell (1997). We establish a theorem that is essential to the re-
sults of Dahlhaus et al. (2001), but whose proof we deferred to the present paper. We show how an
O(n+ mlogn) algorithm for modular decomposition of undirected graphs given in McConnell and Spin-
rad (2000) can be adapted to digraphs using the strategy.
The two-structure point of view played a role in the development of a linear-time algorithms for de-
composing two-dimensional partial orders and permutation graphs into two total orders, and recognizing
whether a graph is the complement of an interval graph, see McConnell and Spinrad (1999). The key to
these bounds was the development of data structures that allow one to ignore the differences between a
graph and its complement. This allows computation of many properties of the complement in linear time,
instead of theΩ(n2) best-casetime required to construct an adjacency-list representation of the comple-
ment explicitly. The problems were solved in linear time by combining properties ofG with properties of
G that were obtained in this way.
Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg (1994) examine a transformation that operates on the arcs out of a vertex
or else on the arcs into a vertex. They define an equivalence relation on two-structures, where two two-
structures are in the same equivalence class iff one of them can be obtained from another by a sequence
of these operations. These structures are calleddynamical two-structures.
In this paper, we explore algorithmic uses of this concept on graphs and digraphs. Anoutward comple-
mentation operationis where only the outgoing arcs of a vertex are complemented. That is, the neighbors
of the vertex are turned into non-neighbors and the non-neighbors are turned into neighbors. Aninward
complementation operationsi where only the inward arcs are complemented. Asymmetric complemen-
tation operationis one where both the inward and the outward arcs are complemented.
Definition 1.1 We define the following equivalence relations on the set of digraphs:
• Two digraphs areoutwardly equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a sequence of
outward complementations;
• Two digraphs areinwardlyequivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a sequence of inward
complementations;
• Two digraphs aretwo-wayequivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a mixed sequence of
outward and inward complementations;
• Two digraphs aresymmetricallyequivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a sequence of
symmetric complementations.
• The outward, inward, symmetric, and two-way equivalence classes are the equivalence classes
induced by the corresponding equivalence relations.
Any sequence of outward complement operations is easily seen to be represented by a Boolean variable
for each vertex: re-complementing an already-complemented vertex is the same as doing nothing. Thus
any representation of a digraphG that is outward equivalent to a digraphF can be used to representF
if we maintain a Boolean vector that indicates which vertices ofG must be outwardly complemented to
obtainF . In a similar way any two-way equivalent digraph can be used to representF by using two such
Boolean vectors.
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Figure 2 shows the conventional adjacency list representation of our example graph and the savings
of this representation with respect to the adjacency matrix. Observe that the outward equivalent digraph
representing our undirected graphG is not symmetric anymore.
If G is a digraph, letn(G) denote the number of vertices and letm(G) denote the number of arcs. One
of the main goals the present paper is to demonstrate the following:
Theorem 1 Let G be a graph given in adjacency-list form. The following can computed on any member
F of G’s outward equivalence class in O(n(G)+m(G)) time.
1. Finding a breadth-first spanning forest;
2. Finding a depth-first spanning forest;
3. Finding a topological sort of a dag;
4. Finding the biconnected components of an undirected graph;
5. Finding the strongly-connected components of a digraph;
6. Determining whether a graph is chordal.
What makes this remarkable is that the size of members of a class can differ greatly. An extreme case
occurs when{A,B} is a partition ofV such that|A| = |B|, each member ofA has an arc to all other
vertices of the digraph, and no member ofB has an arc to any other vertex. The size of this digraph
is Ω(n2). However, outwardly complementing the vertices ofA yields the empty graph on vertices,
and the size of this graph isO(n). O(n) andΩ(n2) digraphs can thus appear in the same equivalence
class, so given a way of obtaining a small memberG in each of a sequence of classes, one might get a
sublinear-time algorithms for other members of the classes.
Theorem 1 is essential to theO(n+ mlogn) algorithm for modular decomposition of digraphs we give
here and for the linear-time modular decomposition algorithm for undirected graphs we give in Dahlhaus
et al. (1997, 2001). In the present paper, we also extend this to outward equivalence classes in the follow-
ing way:
Theorem 2 The modular decomposition of an undirected member F of the outward equivalence class of
a given digraph G can be found in time
O((n(G)+m(G)) logn(G)).
Modular decomposition applies to both graphs and digraphs. The history of algorithms for the problem
dates back to the 1960s. The firstO(n2) algorithm, for undirected graphs, appeared in Muller and Spinrad
(1989), followed by anO(n+ mα(m,n)) algorithm in Spinrad (1992). The first linear-time algorithm to
appear, (McConnell and Spinrad (1994, 1999)) was an adaptation of this last algorithm. It makes use of
properties of undirected graphs that have no apparent generalization to digraphs. In particular, it constructs
aP4 tree, which is based on inducedP4s in the graph, and induced subgraphs that arecographs, which are
a class of undirected graphs. We believe that a linear-time algorithm due to Cournier and Habib (1994)
can be applied to digraphs, but it is difficult to understand, and has not appeared in final form.
A digraph is atransitive dagif it is acyclic, and whenever(u,v) and(v,w) are arcs,(u,w) is also an
arc. The importance of transitive dags is that they model partial orders. Atransitive orientationof an
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Fig. 2: One-way and two-way equivalence
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undirected graph is an orientation of its edges that is a transitive dag.Comparability graphsare the class
of graphs that can be transitively oriented. We generalize another algorithm of McConnell and Spinrad
(2000) for transitive orientation of comparability graphs to obtain the following:
Theorem 3 Let F be a member of G’s outward equivalence class that is a comparability graph. A linear
extension of a transitive orientation of F may be found in time
O((n(G)+m(G)) logn(G)).
There may be other graph problems that can be given bounds similar to those of Theorems 1, 2, and
3, so there are open problems in this area. It appears likely that some of the results we give here can
be generalized to two-way and symmetric equivalence classes, but these are open problems. Finally,
the usefulness of Theorem 1 for modular decomposition of the given graph gives hope that it may have
applications to other graph-theoretic problems besides modular decomposition.
2 Basic Definitions
If G is a digraph, letV(G) be the set of vertices andE(G) be the set of arcs.GT denotes thetransposeof
G, that is, the digraph that is obtained by reversing the directions of all arcs inG. The complementG is
obtained by changing each arc into a non-arc and each non-arc into an arc. Anon-edgeof G is an edge of
G.
A digraph is alinear order if it has no cycles, and between each pair{u,v} of distinct nodes either
(u,v) or (v,u) is an arc. Linear orders are also known astr nsitive tournaments. Observe that for such a
linear order the transpose and the complement coincide.
Undirected graphs will be treated as a special case of digraphs, where each undirected edge{u,v}
is really two arcs(u,v) and(v,u). Thus, algorithms that we describe for digraphs will be general also
to undirected graphs. Aco-componentof a undirected graphG is a connected component ofG. An
undirected graph iscompleteif there is an edge between every pair of distinct vertices. It isemptyif it has
no edges.
If G is a digraph andX ⊆V(G), thenG|X denotes thesubgraph of G induced by X, namely, the digraph
whose vertices areX and whose arcs are those arcs ofG that go from one member ofX to another. That
is,
G|X =
(
X,(X×X)∩E(G)
)
. (2)
If F is a partition ofV(G) andX is a union of partition classes inF , thenF |X is the set of partition
classes that are contained inX. Thequotient G/F denotes the digraph whose vertices are the members of
F , and where(X,Y) is an arc ofG/F iff there is some arc ofG from a member ofX to a member ofY.
If G is directed, the set of vertices that are reachable on a single arc from a vertexis denotedN+G (v).
N
+
G(v) denotes the vertices that are not reachable on a single arc fromv, that is,V(G) \ (N+G (v)∪{v}).
The set of vertices that can reachv on a single arc is denotedN−G (v), and the ones that cannot are denoted
N
−
G(v). WhenG is undirected, we letNG(v) = N
+
G (v) = N
−
G (v).
2.1 Modular decomposition
A modulein a digraphG is a setM of vertices such that for each vertexv∈V(G)\M, either every member
of {v}×M is an arc or none is, and either every member ofM×{v} is an arc or none is. However,{v}×M
consists of arcs whileM×{v} does not, andvice versa.
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By restricting the definition of a module to an undirected graph, we see that a moduleM is a set such that
for each vertexv∈V(G)\M, M is either contained inv’s neighborhood or disjoint fromv’s neighborhood.
Trivial examples of modules areV(G), the singleton sets{{v} | v∈V(G)}, and the empty set. A union
of connected components ofG or of G is also an example of a module. However,G may have nontrivial
modules even whenG andG are connected. The set of vertices numbered 1 to 6 in Figure 1 gives an
example of such a case.
It is easy to see that ifM1 andM2 are disjoint modules, then either every member ofM1×M2 is an arc or
none is. Thus, two disjoint modules are eitheradjacentor nonadjacent. It follows that if there is a partition
P of V(G) into disjoint modules, the quotientG/P uniquely specifies all arcs that connect members of
different partition classes. We will call such a partition and its quotientmodular. The subgraph induced
in G by one of these modules is called afactor. SinceG can be reconstructed uniquely from the factors
and the quotient, this gives a decomposition ofG.
If G is disconnected and each element ofP is a union of connected components, thenP is a modular
partition, andG/P is empty. Clearly,P∈ P is a single connected component iff there is no refinementP ′
of P such thatG/((P \{P})∪P ′) is empty. If each member ofP is a single connected component, then
P is aparallel decompositionof G.
Similarly, if G is disconnected, and each member ofP is a union of co-components, thenG/P is
complete.P∈ P is a single co-component iff there is no refinementP ′ of P such thatG/((P \{P})∪P ′)
is complete. If each member ofP is a single co-component, thenP is aserial decompositionof G.
In the case of digraphs, there is a third type of decomposition with analogous properties. A modular
partitionP is linear if G/P is a linear order. That is, there are arcs between each pair of partition classes,
but G/P has no cycle. By analogy with the parallel and serial decomposition, let us say thatP∈ P is a
linear componentif there is no partitionP ′ of P such thatG/((P \ {P})∪P ′) is linear. If each member
of P is a linear component, thenP is a linear decomposition ofG.
Because of their restricted structures, parallel, series, and linear nodes are known asdegeneratenodes.
It is easily verified that a digraph admits at most one of these three decompositions, but it may also not
admit any of the three. The smallest examples of such digraphs have as few as three vertices. The digraph
1©−→ 2©−→ 3©
is such an example. The smallest example of an undirected graph that is not decomposable by any of these
two operations isP4, an undirected path on 4 vertices.
However, in such a case, the maximal modules that are proper subsets ofG are a partitionP of G, and
G/P has only trivial modules. In this case,P is aprimedecomposition ofG.
Thus,G is uniquely decomposable with a parallel, series, linear, or prime decomposition. Applying this
idea recursively to the factors gives a unique hierarchical decomposition ofG that implicitly represents all
modules ofG. This is summarized by the structure produced by Algorithm 1. This decomposition, known
as themodular decompositionof G, has been rediscovered in various contexts, and is also known as the
substitution decomposition, see M̈ohring (1985), or theprime tree family, see Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg
(1990a,b).
Theorem 4 (Möhring (1985); Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg (1990a,b)) If X is a module of G, then S⊆ X
is a module of G|X iff it is a module of G. IfP is a modular partition of V(G), then the inverse image of
F ′ ⊆ P is a module of G iffF ′ is a module of G/F .
The following is easily established using Theorem 4:
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Algorithm 1: MD(G)
if G has only one vertexthen return v;
else
create a tree noder;
if G has more than one connected componentthen
let F be the connected components;
let r be labeled a parallel node
else ifG has more than one connected componentthen
let F be the connected components ofG;
let r be labeled a series node
else ifG is linearly decomposablethen
let F be the linear components;
let r be labeled a linear node
else
Let F be the maximal modules ofG;
Let r be labeled a prime node
for each X∈ F do
Let rx = MD(G|X);
addrx as a child ofr
return r
Theorem 5 (Möhring (1985); Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg (1990a,b)) A set X is a module of G if and only
if it is one of the following:
1. A node of the decomposition tree;
2. A union of children of a parallel or series node;
3. The union of a subset of the setP of children of a linear node X that are consecutive in the linear
order given by(G|X)/P .
We may think ofr as synonymous withV(G); applying this idea recursively, we see that the nodes of
the tree can be thought of as a tree-like hierarchy of subsets ofV(G), where each node is just the subset
of V(G) that make up its leaf descendants.
3 Properties of outward, inward, and two-way equivalence classes
LetG= (V,E) be a digraph. For anyv∈V theminimum outdegreeof v, mindeg+(v), is min{deg+(v),n(G)−
1−deg+(v)}. The minimum outdegree,mindeg+(G), of G itself isn plus the sum of these values over all
the vertices. It is an important invariant of the outward equivalence class ofG.
Remark 3.1 Let G= (V,E) be a digraph then mindeg+(G) is the minimum size of a digraph F that is
outward equivalent to G. If|V| is even, F is unique.
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Proof: Just observe that flipping the out-list of some vertexv doesn’t affect the way we represent the out-
neighbors of any other vertex. Thus the minimal representation is that one where we flip the interpretation
if the size of the list is greater than( (G)−1)/2. 2
Remark 3.2 A minimum-size member of the outward equivalence class of a digraph G can be computed
in O(n(G) + m(G)) time, by outwardly complementing any node of G whose outdegree exceeds(n(G)−
1)/2.
We call these representationspartially complemented representations, and callG thebase graphof the
representation.
Theorem 6 For any digraph G,G is in G’s outward class.
Proof: Immediate, sinceG is obtained fromG by either complementing the list of outgoing arcs of each
vertex, or by complementing the list of incoming arcs of each vertex. 2
Theorem 7 Let G be a digraph, let F be a member of G’s outward equivalence class, and let X⊆V(G).
Then F|X is in the outward equivalence class of G|X.
Proof: Some subset of vertices ofX are complemented inG to obtainF . Complementing these same
vertices inG|X obviously yieldsF |X. 2
Theorem 8 A digraph F is in the outward equivalence class of a digraph G if and only if FT is in the
inward equivalence class of GT .
Proof: Outwardly complementing a set of vertices ofG and then taking the transpose of the result yields
the same result as taking the transpose ofG and then inwardly complementing the same set of vertices.
2
4 Determining whether a member of G’s outward class is undi-
rected
In this section we illustrate the use of a classification of the vertices according to whether or not their
adjacency lists are complemented.
Let G be a digraph, and letF be a member ofG’s outward equivalence class. LetV1 be the set of
vertices ofG that must be outwardly complemented to obtainF , and letV0 be the remaining vertices of
G. Let G0/1 be the digraph withV(G0/1) = V(G) and
E(G0/1) = E(G)∩
(
(V1×V0)∪ (V0×V1)
)
. (3)
That is, letG0/1 give the arcs ofG that go back and forth betweenV0 andV1. In Figure 2(c) the sets are
V0 = {1} andV1 = {2, . . . ,8}.
Remark 4.1 F is undirected iff G|V1 and G|V0 are symmetric, and G0/1 is antisymmetric. This fact can
be checked in O(n(G)+m(G)) time.
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Proof: The ‘iff’ claim is immediate. For the time complexity it is easy to see that the three digraphs
G|V1, G|V0, andG0/1 can be easily computed within the bound.
Given the adjacency-list representation for a digraph, we may determine whether it is symmetric in lin-
ear time as follows. For each arc(u,v), create a record for(u,v) and a record for its transpose(v,u). Radix
sort the resulting records using vertex of origin as primary sort key and destination vertex as secondary
sort key. This requires two passes, one for each sort key, andO( (G) + m(G)) time per pass. The graph
is undirected iff for every ordered pair(x,y) of vertices that occurs in the list occurs twice. This can be
determined inO(n(G)+m(G)) time by traversing the sorted list of records.
To find out whetherG0/1 is antisymmetric, follow a similar procedure, but verify that each ordered pair
that occurs in the sorted list of records occurs only once. 2
5 Breadth-first search
Let us examine the running time of breadth-first search on a memberF of G’s outward class. As in the
standard algorithm, divideV(G) into undiscoverednodes,queuednodes, andprocessed nodes. Initially
all nodes but the start node are undiscovered, and the start node is inserted to a queue. To process a node,
remove it from the front of the queue, and insert any undiscovered neighbors to the back of the queue,
marking them as discovered. Keep the undiscovered nodes in a doubly-linked list. This list will in fact
allow us to amortize the cost of processing complemented vertices.
To process an uncomplemented node, proceed as in the standard case. When processing a complemen-
ted nodev, mark the members ofN+G (v) = N
+
F (v). Then traverse the list of undiscovered nodes, splicing
out any unmarked nodes and inserting them on the queue. We then remove the marks fromN+G (v).
Marking and unmarking nodes can be charged to the arcs ofG that are responsible for applying the
marks. Touching an unmarked node can happen at most once per node, since the node is removed from
the list of undiscovered nodes whenever this happens. This gives theO(n(G)+m(G)) bound.
6 Depth-first search
A depth-first visit at vvisits all vertices reachable on a directed path from a starting vertexv, in a depth-first
order. In the special case of an undirected graph, these is just the vertices inv’s connected component.
This generates a depth-first tree which may not contain all vertices ofG, since some vertices may not
be reachable fromv. A depth-first searchiteratively calls depth-first visits on unvisited vertices until all
vertices have been visited. When a depth-first visit finishes, the choice of next unvisited vertex is arbitrary.
The vertex sets of the trees are a partition of the vertices ofG. The postorder numbering on the nodes
of a tree is a linear order on them, which can be expressed with an ordered list. The preorder numbering
can be represented similarly. Ordering the postorder lists in the order in which their trees were produced
and then concatenating them in this order gives a total order on vertices ofG, called thefinishing times,
which can be used in the solution of other problems on the graph. Similarly, ordering the preorder lists
in the order in which their trees were produced and then concatenating them gives a total order called the
discovery times.
Rather than performing depth-first search in the standard recursive fashion, we use an explicit stack to
maintain information relevant to the recursion stack. To be able to do this on any member ofG’s outward
equivalence class, we must modify the basic operations that are supported by the stack.
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One way to implement this (for a standard graph) is by using a stack of vertices, where each popped
vertex is labeled with apush timethat tells when it was last pushed. The time clock is a counter that is
periodically incremented. To select a vertexx to visit, pop it fromS, and record the current time as its
discovery time. Look up the vertexy whose discovery time isx’s push time; ify exists, it is the parent ofx
in the depth-first forest. Then push copies of all unvisited neighbors onS, deleting any lower occurrences
of them in S if they already reside on the stack.The lower occurrences may be deleted, because the
existence of a higher instance of a vertex guarantees that it will be visited before the lower instance is
popped. When these nodes are pushed, make the current time their push time. Then increment the time
clock by one unit.
To apply this technique for depth-first search on a a member ofG’s outward equivalence class, we have
to ensure that we implement the push operation for complemented vertices efficiently. We use a data
structure,complement stack, which generalizes a stack.
6.1 Complement stacks
The complement stack is a data structure for managing members ofV(G). It can hold at most one copy of
any element. LetX be a set andV(G)\X be its complement. One of the operations the complement stack
supports is purging the stack of any occurrences of members ofV(G)\X, and then pushingV(G)\X to
the top of the stack. The amortized timed bound for this operation isO(|X|), notO(|V(G)\X|).
Definition 6.1 A complement stackis a data structure that supports the following operations:
Initstack (V) initializes and returns an empty stack S that can hold elements of V .
Push (X,S) removes any occurrences of members of X from S, then pushes the mem-
bers of X to the top of S.
Cpush(X,S) performsPush (V \X,S).
Eliminate (x,S) Removes x from the universe V that applies in future calls to
Cpush on S. If x is on S, it deletes it from S.
Pop(S) returns the top element of S.
Time (S) returns a timestamp that tells when the top element of S was pushed with a
Push or Cpush operation.
Theorem 9 Complement stacks can be implemented in such a way that:
• Initstack requires O(|V|) time.
• Push (X,S) requires O(|X|) time.
• Cpush(X,S) requires O(|X|) time, amortized.
• Eliminate (x,S) requires O(1) time.
• Pop andTime require O(1) time each.
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Proof: If an elementx is on the stack, then it has been pushed, and possibly repushed, by a sequence of
one or more calls toPush andCpush that causedx to go to the top of the stack. If the last of these is
a Cpush , we say thatx waslast pushedby Cpush ; otherwise, we say it was last pushed byPush . The
most recent callto Cpush is the most recent one of all those calls toCpush that have occurred on the
stack, not just the most recent of those that movedx to the top of the stack.
Let L be the members ofV that are not on the stack. We implement the stack by simulating it with
smaller stacks, as follows.A, T, B are doubly-linked lists that partition the members of the stack.A is a
stack of elements that were last pushed by a call toPush . T andB may be thought of as the “top” and
“bottom” of a separate stack, which holds those elements that were last pushed by a call toCpush . T
holds those elements that were pushed by the most recent call toCpush . B holds those elements that
were last pushed by an earlier call toCpush , in the reverse order in which they were pushed.
Each element ofV keeps track of which ofL, A, T, B contains it. IfA or B contains it, it carries a
timestampthat holds the time when the element was last pushed. To keep time, a global integer variable
is incremented after each call toPop, Push , or Cpush .
For the elements inT we will not be able to maintain an individual timestamp when they have been
pushed intoT. Instead, we maintain a common timestamp for all ofT since these elements have all been
pushed by the same call toCpush . If an element residing inT is popped, we label it withT ’s timestamp
at that time.
We maintain a credit invariant:
Each member ofL, A, B carries a credit.
• Initstack (V) creates a doubly-linked listL of the elements ofV and assigns a credit to each of
them. It creates empty doubly-linked listsA, T, B.
• Push (X,S) traverses each member ofX, and if it is currently a member ofV, it splices it from the
list in {L,A,T,B} that it currently resides in, pushes it to the front ofA together with a timestamp,
and assigns a credit to it. This is clearlyO(|X|).
• Cpush(X,S) must incur onlyO(|X|) amortized cost. It marks and adds one credit to each member
of X. It traversesX, removing those members ofX∩T to auxiliary listT ′. It then traversesL, A,
andB, moving unmarked members toT, and pays for visiting their members by using up a credit
at each. This still leaves credits on elements that remain inL, A, or B, since they are members ofX
and have just received an extra credit fromX. It then assigns each member ofT ′ a credit and labels
it with T ’s timestamp and moves it to the front ofB. If T is now nonempty,T is assigned a new
timestamp, which is interpreted as the collective timestamp of all members ofT, and which serves
as a record of the push time of any member ofT that gets popped.
This requiresO(|X|) amortized time, since all operations areO(|X|) except for traversingL, A, B,
which is paid for by using a credit sitting on each visited item.
• Eliminate (x,S) removesx from the member of{L,A,T,B} that contains it. This takesO(1)
time.
• Pop looks at the timestamps of the top elements ofT, B andA. It chooses the most recently pushed
elementx, pops it from the appropriate list, and returns it.
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The time bound is observed, since each operation maintains the credit invariant, andCpush pays for
its operations either with its budget of|X| new credits or with other credits it frees up from the structure.
2
Corollary 6.2 Computing a depth-first forest of a member of G’s outward equivalence class takes O(n(G)+
m(G)) time.
Proof: By calling Eliminate on each node when it is visited, we maintain the invariant that the
universeV that applies to the stack operations is the set of unvisited vertices. A vertexx is visited when
it is first popped. The time of this pop is the discovery time ofx, and the parent ofx is the vertex whose
discovery time is the the time ofx’s last push, minus one. Since the push times and discovery times range
from 0 to 2n, the vertices may be indexed by discovery time, allowing the push times of the vertices to
serve as parent pointers in the depth-first forest. To complete the visit ofx, push its unvisited neighbors
with a call toPush if it is uncomplemented, or push its unvisited non-neighbors with a call toCpush
if it is complemented. This takesO(1+ |NG(x)|) time, whether or notx is complemented. The corollary
follows from the fact that each vertex is visited exactly once. 2
6.2 Set-complement stacks
We wish to compute the strongly-connected components of a graphF that is in the same outward equiva-
lence class asG in O(n(G) + m(G)) time. To do this, it will be useful to find a depth-first forest ofFT in
O(n(G)+m(G)) time. For this, we need a generalized version these stacks.
Let V1,V2, . . .Vp be a partition of a setV. A set-complement stackimplements the complement-stack
operations, but with the following changes:
Initstack (V1,V2, . . .Vp) Initializes and returns an empty stackS.
Cpush(X,S, i) performsPush (Vi \X,S).
Eliminate (x,S) removesx from the setVi that contains it, and deletesx from S if x is currently onS.
Theorem 10 Set-complement stacks can be implemented in such a way that:
• Initstack requires O(n) time.
• Push (X,S) requires O(|X|) time.
• Cpush(X,S, i) requires O(|X|) time, amortized.
• Eliminate (s,X) requires O(1) time.
• Pop andTime each require O(1) time, amortized.
Proof: In any implementation, aPush or Cpush operation conceptually inserts a set of elements that
occupy an intervalI at the top ofS. After subsequent pushes,I is no longer at the top ofS. Eventually,
a set of pop operations may pop everything aboveI and then pop everything inI . At this point, we may
think of I has having been popped.
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Exploiting this idea, we employ a stack of intervals to help model the state ofS. Each of the intervals
on S has a unique associated timestamp, and the timestamps are in ascending order from the bottom to
the top ofS. It is important to note that some of the intervals may become empty, but still remain on our
stack of intervals. The reason for this is that after aPush or Cpush creates an intervalI , elements ofI
may be removed and moved to a new interval at the top ofSby a subsequentPush or Cpush . Eventually
if I becomes empty, we treat it as an empty interval that continues to occupy the same place between
its neighboring intervals on the stack.I is removed from the stack only when all intervals above it are
explicitly popped, and thenI is explicitly popped.
Using this idea, let us now prove the result. Ifp = 1, the result follows from Theorem 4.1. Whenp> 1,
the stack may be simulated withp complement stacks,S1, . . . ,Sp, one for eachVi , and an additional
(ordinary) stackR of Push andCpush intervals that reside onS. R represents each interval with an
ordered pair(t, i), wheret is the timestamp of thePush or Cpush operation that created it, andi is the
index of the substackSi that it operated on.
Initstack (V1,V2, . . .Vp) initializesR to the empty stack, and executesSi = Initstack (Vi) for each
i from 1 to p.
Push (X,S) looks up for eachx∈ X the setVi that containsx and callsPush ({x},Si). In addition it then
pushes the item(t, i) on the stackR.
Cpush(X,S, i) callsCpush(X,Si) and pushes one instance of(t, i) on the stackR.
Eliminate (x,S) looks up the partition classVi containingx and callsEliminate (x,Si).
Time (S) lets(t, i) denote the pair on top ofR. If this corresponds to a nonempty interval, we may return
t. However, it is possible that the interval corresponding to(t, i) has become empty, and it would
be incorrect to returnt. In this case, we must disregard the interval and try again, by popping again
from R. The interval has become empty if and only ifT me (Si) 6= t. SoTime (S) iteratively lets
(t, i) = Pop(R) until t = Time (Si).
Pop(S) callsTime (S). This may delete elements from the top ofR. It then looks up the pair(t, i) that is
on top ofRafter that operation, and returnsPop(Si).
Through the control ofR, Sclearly behaves as a single stack. Because of the properties described above
for the complement stacksSi , a push of an item causes any lower instances of that item to be deleted from
S.
The time bounds clearly remain unchanged except forTime , and forPop, since it callsTime . Time
can cause a large number of items to be popped fromR. We charge this cost to the calls toPush and
Cpush that originally pushed them toR, leavingO(1) operations charged toTime . 2
Corollary 6.3 If F is a member of G’s inward equivalence class, it takes O(n(G)+m(G)) time to compute
a depth-first forest of F.
Proof: For each vertex, divide its neighbors into a setLs(x) of vertices that are not inwardly comple-
mented, and a setLc(x) of nodes that are inwardly complemented. LetVs andVc denote the inwardly-
uncomplemented and inwardly-complemented nodes ofG, respectively. CallInitstack (Vs,Vc) to
initialize a set-complement stackS. When x is visited, push its neighbors inF by making a call to
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Push (Ls(x),S) and a call toCpush (Lc(x),S,c). This takesO(|Ls(x) + Lc(x)|) amortized time. Each arc
of G appears once inLs() or Lc(). 2
Corollary 6.4 If F is a member of G’s outward equivalence class, it takes O(n(G)+m(G)) time to com-
pute a depth-first forest of FT .
Proof: Radix sort all arcs ofG with destination as primary sort key and origin as secondary sort key.
This gives an adjacency-list representation ofGT in O(n(G) + m(G)) time. By Theorem 8,FT is in the
inward equivalence class ofGT , so the result follows by Corollary 6.3. 2
The following extension of complement representations to bipartite graphs is critical for the linear time
bound of the modular decomposition algorithm of Dahlhaus et al. (2001). We deferred the proof of it to
the present paper.
Let thebipartite complementof a directed bipartite graph(V1,V2,E) be the graph(
V1,V2,
(
(V1×V2)∪ (V2×V1)
)
\E
)
. (4)
In a mixed bipartite representation, each vertex inV1 (V2) has either a list of those members ofV2 (V1)
that are neighbors, or else a list of those members ofV2 (V1) that are not neighbors.
Theorem 11 Given a mixed representation of a directed bipartite graph G, constructing a depth-first
forest for G or GT takes time that is linear in the size of the representation.
Proof: For the depth-first forest onG, executeS= Initstack (V1,V2). When visiting a nodex,
suppose without loss of generality that it is inV1. Push its neighbors inV2 with a call toPush (N(x) ,S),
or else with a call toCpush
(
N(x) ,S,2
)
, depending on whetherx is complemented.
For a depth-first onGT , divide V1 into setsV1,s andV1,c, andV2 into setsV2,s andV2,c, according to
whether the vertices are complemented. Without loss of generality, suppose a vertexx is in V1, and
that it carries the listLs(x) of uncomplemented vertices inV2 that have an arc to it inG, as well as
the list Lc(x) of complemented vertices inV2 that do not have an arc to it inG. This is obtained for
all vertices in a preprocessing step, by radix sorting the explicit arcs and non-arcs given in the mixed
representation ofG. Call S= Initstack (V1,s,V1,c,V2,s,V2,c). When a vertexx is first visited, suppose
without loss of generality that it is inV1. Push its neighbors inV2, with a call toPush (Ls(x),S) and a
call toCpush (Lc(x),S, [2,c]). 2
7 Topological sort
A dag, or directed acyclic graph, is a digraph that has no cycles. Atopological sortof a digraph is an
ordering of its vertices so that every arc goes from an earlier to a later vertex in that ordering. A digraph
has a topological sort iff it is a dag, and, ordering the vertices of a dag in descending order of finishing
time in any depth-first search gives a topological sort, see Cormen et al. (1990). Thus, we may find a
topological sort of any dag inG’s outward class inO(n(G)+m(G)) time.
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8 Longest path in a dag
We will let thelengthof a path denote the number of arcs in it. The length of the longest path in a digraph
is finite iff it is a dag; otherwise a cycle exists, and by repeatedly traveling the cycle, one may demonstrate
paths of arbitrarily large lengths.
The following well-known approach finds a longest path in a dagF , iven its adjacency-list represen-
tation in standard form. Label each vertex with the length of the longest path originating at that vertex.
Given a topological sort, we may observe that as long as vertices are labeled in reverse topological order,
then when it is time to label any vertexv, the members ofN+G (v) are already labeled. We may then apply
the rule that the length of a maximum-length path beginning atv is one plus the maximum of the labels of
N+G (v). Given an adjacency-list representation ofG, we may charge the cost of labelingv to arcs out ofv,
and we get anO(n+m)-time algorithm.
We now show that ifF is a member ofG’s outward equivalence class, we may find a longest path in
F in O(n(G) + m(G)) time. To find longest paths inF , there is not time to apply the foregoing algorithm
directly, since we do not always have time to examine the labels of vertices inN+F (v) when it is time to
assign a longest-path label tov. We may nevertheless solve the problem by keeping all labeled vertices
bucket-sorted according to their label. A key observation is that if a vertexw has labelk> 0, then there
is a member ofN+F (w) with label k−1. By induction, the buckets fromk down to 0 are all nonempty.
When it is time to label vertexv, then if v is not outwardly complemented, apply the standard approach
of visiting the labels ofN+F (v). If v is outwardly complemented, then mark its neighbors inG; these are
the vertices that are not neighbors inF . Then, starting at the highest nonempty bucket, descend through
the buckets sequentially until an unmarked vertex is found. This is a neighbor inF w th highest label, so
assignv’s label to be one plus this label, and addv to the appropriate bucket. In either case, the operation
can be charged tov and arcs out ofv in G. Thus it takesO(n(G)+m(G)).
9 Connectivity
Let us define an equivalence relationR on vertices of a digraphG where for verticesu,v, we sayuRv
iff there is a directed path fromu to v and a directed path fromv to u. In each equivalence class there is
always a path from any vertex to any other, but this is never the case for two vertices in different classes.
The equivalence classes are known asstrongly-connected components. If G = (V,E) is a digraph andP
are the strongly connected components ofG, then thecomponent graph G/P is a dag. The component
graph tells which components have a path to which.
Below, we will find it useful to compute not just the strongly-connected components of a member ofG’s
outward equivalence class, but a topological sort of its component graph. An algorithm given in Cormen
et al. (1990) for strongly-connected components also produces a topological sort of the component graph,
though this is not mentioned explicitly. Most people who are familiar with the proof of that algorithm
would have little trouble establishing this, but for completeness, we give a proof here.
Let us define thefinishing timeof a setSof vertices to be the latest of the finishing times of members
of S.
Lemma 9.1 In a depth-first search of G, the strongly connected components, taken in descending order
of finishing time, give a topological sort of the component graph.
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Proof: Let (X,Y) be an arc of the component graph. Since the component graph is a dag, there is no
directed path fromY to X. Let v be the first-discovered vertex inX ∪Y. If v ∈ X, then every vertex in
X∪Y becomes a descendant ofv, andv has latest finishing time of any vertex inX∪Y. It follows that the
finishing time ofX is later than the finishing time ofY. If v∈Y, thenY finishes whenv does, since every
vertex inY is reachable fromv. Since there is no directed path fromY to X in the component graph, there
is no directed path fromv to any member ofX in G. It follows thatv finishes before any member ofX is
discovered, and once again,X has later finishing time. Thus,(X,Y) is directed from a later-finishing to
an earlier-finishing component. Since(X,Y) is arbitrary, this must be true of all arcs of the component
graph, yielding the result. 2
This does not immediately help find the strongly-connected connected components, since, without
knowing the members of the components, one cannot find the finishing times of the components. There is
a fortunate exception to this: the vertexx of G with latest finishing time in all ofG must give the finishing
time of the componentX that contains it, andX must be a source in the component graph, since it is first
in topological sort of the component graph. To findX, call depth-first visit onx in GT . SinceX is a sink
in GT , no other vertices are reachable fromx, and the first depth-first visit visits precisely the members of
X.
Let SCCGraph(G) be the component graph ofG, which we seek to find. The above step shows how to
find the first componentX in the topological sort ofSCCGraph(G) given by Lemma 9.1. Next, observe
that GT \X = (G\X)T , andSCCGraph(G\X) = SCCGraph(G) \X. Also, in any topological sort of
SCCGraph(G), removingX yields a topological sort ofSCCGraph(G\X). Thus, recursing onGT \
X gives the remaining strongly-connected components in topological order. This recursive algorithm
amounts to a second depth-first search onGT , except that when a new depth-first visit is initiated, it must
be initiated on the unvisited vertex with latest finishing time from the first depth-first search. This vertex
is selected by traversing downward through a list of vertices from the first depth-search that gives the
vertices in descending order of finishing time.
Theorem 12 It takes O(n(G) + m(G)) time to find the strongly-connected components of a member of
G’s outward equivalence class, as well as a topological sort of its component graph. Given a mixed
representation of a directed bipartite graph, finding the strongly-connected components and a topological
sort of its component graph takes time linear in the size of the representation.
Proof: The algorithm given above reduces the problem to a depth-first search onG, a depth-first search
onGT , and finding finishing times of the vertices. The bound follows from Corollary 6.4 and Theorem 11.
2
Theorem 13 It takes O(n(G) + m(G)) time to find the biconnected components of a member of G’s out-
ward equivalence class. Given a mixed representation of an undirected bipartite graph, finding the bicon-
nected components takes time linear in the size of the representation.
Proof: Let d[v] give the preorder number for vertexv in a depth-first forest onG. Let low[v] = min
{d[v],{low[w] : w is a child ofv in the depth-first forest}}. Clearly,low[] can be computed for all vertices
in O(n) time, by traversing the forest in postorder. Computation of the biconnected components reduces
in linear time to computation oflow[], see Aho et al. (1974). 2
The following extends the techniques to graphs that are not necessarily in the outward or inward equiv-
alence classes ofG or its transpose, but which may be expressed as a union of such graphs.
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Theorem 14 Let G= (V,E) be a digraph, and let H= (V, F1∪F2∪ ...∪Fk), where for each i from1 to k
(V,Fi) or its transpose is in the outward equivalence class of G or of GT . It takes O(k(n(G) + m(G)))
time to find a depth-first forest of H, to compute its strongly-connected components, and to produce a
topological sort of its component graph.
Proof: We have shown that it takesO(n(G) + m(G)) time to find a depth-first forest of eachFi or its
transpose. This requires the use of a stackSi to compute the forest onFi , and the structure ofSi depends
on whetherFi or its transpose is in the outward equivalence ofG or GT . For a depth-first search ofH,
initialize the same set of stacks and have them collectively simulate a single depth-first search stack on
H. A vertex may occur once in each of the stacks. To select the next vertex to be visited, search the
tops of thesek stacks for the vertex with the earliest time stamp.Pop x from its stack, and then call
Eliminate on the remaining stacks to eliminatex from them. This takesO(k) time. Then visit each
Si , performing aPush or aCpush to push the neighbors ofx in Fi ontoSi . This takesO(1+ |NG(x)|)
time on each stack. The total time spent visitingx is O(k(1+ |NG(x)|), so the whole algorithm takes
O(k(n(G)+m(G))) time.
To find the strongly-connected components and a topological sort of the component graph, we must
also perform a depth-first search onHT . But HT = F1T ∪F2T ∪ ...∪FkT , so it takesO(k(n(G) + m(G)))
time to perform the search onHT by the foregoing. 2
10 An application to modular decomposition
Let G be an undirected or directed graph, and letv be a vertex. LetP (G,v) denote the partition ofV(G)
given by{v} and the maximal modules ofG that do not containv. That this is a partition ofV(G) is easy
to verify using Theorem 5.
We now give the restriction to digraphs of the modular decomposition algorithm of Ehrenfeucht et al.
(1994). For the moment, assume the existence of aPartition operation for findingP (G,v).
Algorithm 2: Decomp(G), compute the modular decomposition ofG.
if G has only one nodethen return a one-node tree;
else
Select a vertexv of G;
P = P (G,v) = Partition (G,v);
for each ancestor U of{v} in G/P in descending orderdo
Create a tree nodetU ;
MaketU a child of the tree node corresponding to its parent inG/P ;
for each member X ofP that is a child of Udo
tx = Decomp(G|X);
Let tx be a child oftU
return the root of the resulting tree
This algorithm produces a tree that is the modular decomposition ofG, except that it allows a parallel
node to be a child of another, and a series node to be a child of another. To fix this, visit the nodes of the
tree in postorder, deleting any such node and letting its parent inherit its children.
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The original time bound given there wasO(n2). The bottlenecks are findingP (G,v) and finding the
ancestors ofv in G/P (G,v). McConnell and Spinrad (2000) gives anO(n(G)+m(G) logn(G)) bound for
undirected graphs, by solving the following problems:
• Problem 1: FindP (G,v) in each recursive call, without exceeding anO((n+m) logn) time bound.
• Problem 2: Find the ancestors ofv in G/P (G,v) in time linear in the size ofG′ = G/P (G,v).
Their algorithm for the first problem is trivial to generalize to digraphs. Their algorithm for the second
one makes use of the so-calledΓ relation on edges of an undirected graph (see Golumbic (1980)), and does
not generalize to digraphs. Thus, to get anO(n(G) + m(G) logn(G)) bound for digraphs, it is necessary
to find an alternative approach to the second problem.
Supposev∈V(G). Define theforcing graphto F(G,v) be the following graph onV(G)\v as follows:
there is an arc fromx to y if {y,v} is not a module inG|{x,y,v}. It follows that if there is an arc ofF(G,v)
from x to y, then every moduleM that containsy andv must also containx, i.e thaty forcesx into any
moduleM common withv. On the other hand, ifX ⊂ V(G) containsv, and there is no arc inF from
V(G) \X to X \ {v}, thenX is a module: any vertex inV(G) \X must have the same relationship to all
members ofX as it does tov.
Using a simple argument based on these observations, Ehrenfeucht et al. (1994) show that finding the
ancestors ofv in G′ reduces to finding a topological sort of the strongly-connected components ofF(G′,v)
in O(n(G′) + m(G′)) time. BecauseF(G′,v) can be much larger thanG′, there initially seemed to be no
hope of this. However, the following lemma shows that this conclusion is not true. Applying this lemma
to G′, then applying Theorems 12 and 14, gives the required bound ofO(n(G′)+m(G′)).
Lemma 10.1 Let G be a digraph and v be a vertex. Then:
1. If G is symmetric (undirected), then F(G,v) is in the outward equivalence class of G\v;
2. If G is not symmetric, then F(G,v) = (V(G−v),E(F1)∪E(F2)), where F1 is in the outward equiv-
alence class of G\v, and F2 is in the outward equivalence class of(G\v)T .
Proof: If G is undirected, there is an arc fromx to y if y is a neighbor ofx butv is not, or else ify is not a
neighbor ofx butv is. Therefore, the neighbors ofx in F(G,v) are the same as its neighbors inG\v if v is
not a neighbor inG and the complement of its neighbors inG\v if v is a neighbor. In summary,F(G,v)
is obtained fromG\v by complementing the neighbors ofv.
In F(G,v), there is an arc fromx to y under the following circumstances:
1. y is a neighbor ofx andv is not;
2. v is a neighbor ofx andy is not;
3. x is a neighbor ofy but not a neighbor ofv;
4. x is a neighbor ofv but not a neighbor ofy.
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Let F1 denote the digraph onV(G) whose arcs are given by conditions one and two, and letF2 denote
the one whose arcs are the transposes of those given by conditions three and four. The arcs ofF(G,v) are
the unionF1 andF2. If v is not a neighbor ofx, thenx’s neighbors inF1 are the same as its neighbors in
G. If v is a neighbor ofx, then its neighbors inF1 are the complement of its neighbors inG. Sincex is
arbitrary,F1 is in the outward equivalence class ofG\v. By symmetry,(F2)T is in the inward equivalence
class ofG\v. By Theorem 8,F2 is in the outward equivalence of(G\v)T . 2
11 Proof of Theorem 2
Let H be a digraph and letG be an undirected member of the outward equivalence class ofH, and
suppose that we want the modular decomposition ofG. For Theorem 2, we must show how to solve
Problems 1 and 2 of the previous section in order to get anO(n(H) + m(H) logn(H)) time bound for
modular decomposition ofG.
11.1 Problem 2
Let P be a partition of vertices of a graph. A set ofrepresentativesof P is a set that contains exactly one
element from each partition class. Recall that ifP is a partition of the vertices ofG into classes that are
modules, thenG/P is isomorphic to the subgraph ofG induced by any set of representatives ofG. The
following generalizes this idea to members ofG’s outward equivalence classes.
Lemma 11.1 Let G be a digraph, letP be a partition of the vertices where each partition class is a
module of G, and let H be a member of G’s outward equivalence class. The subgraph of H induced by
any set of representatives ofP is in the outward equivalence class of G/P .
Proof: This is immediate from Theorem 7 and the fact that the subgraph ofG induced by the represen-
tatives is isomorphic toG/P . 2
Let P be a set of representatives ofP . We must findF(G′,v) for G′ = G/P = G|P. By Lemma 10.1 and
the fact thatG is undirected,F(G′,v) is in the same outward equivalence class asG′, and by Lemma 11.1,
G′ is in the same outward equivalence class asH|P. Transitively,F(G′,v) is in the same outward equiva-
lence class asH|P. By Lemma 12, it takesO(n(H|P) + m(H|P)) to find the strongly-connected compo-
nents ofH|P, hence to find the ancestors ofv in G/P . It is now trivial to establish that the sum of costs of
this step over all recursive calls isO(n(H)+m(H)).
11.2 Problem 1
Let P be a partition of vertices ofG, and letX be a union of partition classes inP , andu ∈ V(G) \X.
Pivot (G,u,X) denotes the following operation. For eachC ∈ P that is contained inX, we refineP by
splittingC into two sets,C∩NG(u) andC∩NG(u).
McConnell and Spinrad (2000) give an algorithm for Problem 1 that uses calls toPivot on different
vertices of the graph. The technique is calledv rtex partitioning. They show that in all recursive calls of
Algorithm 2, each vertex is the vertex parameter toPivot on O(logn) occasions. By giving an imple-
mentation ofPivot (G,u,X) that requiresO(|N(u)|) time, they obtain anO((n(G)+m(G) logn(G)) time
bound for solving Problem 1 in all recursive calls. Thus, to get anO((n(H) + m(H)) logn(H)) bound for
all of these calls toPivot , it suffices to implementPivot (G,u,X) in time proportional to the outdegree
of u in H.
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BecauseG is undirected, the procedure is identical to the original. IfC⊆ X, Pivot (G,u,X) splitsC
into two sets,C∩NG(u) andC∩NG(u). Whether or notu is outwardly complemented,C∩NH(u) and
C∩NH(u) induces the same partition ofC. We implement each partition classC of P with a doubly-
linked list, and maintain a pointer on each vertex to the front of its list. Extracting neighbors ofu from
each classC and placing them in a twin classC′ can be performed in a single traversal of the adjacency
list for u. When a new neighbor is examined, it is required only to check which classC contains it in order
to determine which twin classC′ to put it in. This takes time proportional to the outdegree ofu in H, as
required.
12 Proof of Theorem 3
Let theprime quotientsin the modular decomposition tree be quotients of the form(G|X)/P , whereX is
a prime node andP is its children.
Let H be a digraph, and letG be a comparability graph in the outward equivalence class ofH. Each
prime quotient(G|X)/P is isomorphic toG|X′, whereX′ consists of one representative of each member
of P . By Lemma 11.1,G|X′ is in the outward equivalence class ofH|X′. Let us callH|X′ a representation
of the prime quotient. The modular decomposition onG is a tree whose leaves are also the vertices ofH.
Applying the off-line least-common ancestors algorithm of Harel and Tarjan (1984), to the edges ofH on
the modular decomposition tree ofG, it is straightforward to find a representation of each prime quotient.
Details are given in McConnell and Spinrad (1999).
There is at most one vertex of a prime quotient for each node of the decomposition tree, the total number
of such nodes isO(n(G)) = O(n(H)). No edge ofH appears in more than one of the representations of
prime quotients, so the total number of edges in all representations isO(m(H)).
Since the prime quotients are in the outward equivalence classes of their representations, we may per-
form a pivot on a vertex of the prime quotient in time proportional to the degree of the corresponding
vertexu in the representation. McConnell and Spinrad (1994, 1999) show that if the modular decompo-
sition of a graph is available, finding a linear extension of a transitive orientation reduces to performing
O(logn) Pivot operations on each node a prime quotient. The total time to find the linear extension of
the transitive orientation ofG is thereforeO((n(H)+m(H)) logn(H)).
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